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Memorandum

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-114543) DATE: SEP 8 1964

FROM: SAC, WFO (105-52281) (RUC)

SUBJECT: JUNTA REVOLUCIONARIA CUBANA (JURE)
IS - CUBA
RA - CUBA
(00: SJ)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 7/8/65 BY SP 052959
16-02-91 5P82A9490R

Re: WFO letter dated 8/5/64 and Bureau 0-7 dated 8/13/64.

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies, to San Juan two copies and to Richmond one copy of a LHM dated and captioned as above.

WF T-1 mentioned in the enclosure is WF 1414-S and WF T-2 is WFC 55 RAMIRO LOYS, both of whom furnished their info to SAS MIKE G. ZINCK and GENE L. BURGE. The original of the info furnished by the above two informants may be located in WFO File 105-52281, Serial 61.

All other investigation reflected in the enclosure was conducted by SA BURGE.

Enclosed LHM as classified "Confidential" for the purpose of protecting the identities of informants WF T-1 and WF T-2 mentioned in the enclosure.

--- ENCLOSURE ---

2 - Bureau (Encs. 9)
1 - Richmond (105-3833) (Enc. 1) (RM)
2 - San Juan (105-6242) (Encs. 2) (RM)
1 - WFO

JES: fmm
(6)

REC-44
105-114543-201

Copy to: CIA/State/RA
by request 12/29/64
Date: 1/5/64

EX-108

67 SEP 22 1964

NAT. INT. SEC.

SEP 10 1964